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ONLINE FRAUD IS big business: last

year, Internet users were cheated out

of more than £2 billion, and credit firm

Experian (www.experian.co.uk) estimates that

one-fifth of UK-based online retailers lose 1%

of their sales to dodgy credit cards. In some

cases, 10% of transactions are fraudulent, and

the criminals often get away scot-free.

The popular perception of Internet fraud is

that it’s a crime perpetrated by spotty teenage

hackers, who intercept people’s credit card

information and run up huge bills until the

police catch up with them. However, such

antics are relatively rare; credit card fraud

accounts for just 10% of reported incidents,

and the likelihood of your details being

intercepted when you use a reputable online

shop is almost zero.The real villains can be

found elsewhere: running get-rich-quick

schemes, hyping shares on message boards,

and selling PowerBooks on EBay.

Most of us are far too sensible to fall for the

obvious scams – adult sites whose dialler soft-

ware calls expensive international numbers, or

emails that encourage you to send cash to

complete strangers – but there are still plenty

of traps to ensnare the unwary.Then there’s

the risk of sites’ security being breached; as we

went to press, the Consumers’ Association

uncovered a security flaw in its TaxCalc Web

site (www.taxcalc.com), and recommended

that users cancelled their credit cards.

When it comes to online fraud, knowledge

is power. Over the next few pages, we discover

the most common Internet scams – and what

you can do to protect yourself.

FINANCIAL RUIN
Some of the most effective scams are very old,

very lucrative and can be very dangerous.The

Nigerian Advance Fee Scheme (also known as

the “4-1-9” scam), circulating on the Net since

the early 1990s, has led to financial ruin,

disappearances and even murder.

The Internet Scambusters site (www.
scambusters.com) explains how a business will

be targeted by letter.“A Nigerian claiming to

be a senior civil servant will inform the

recipient that he is seeking a reputable foreign

company into whose account he can deposit

funds ranging from $10-$60 million, which the

Nigerian government overpaid on some

procurement contract... Once the victim

becomes confident of the potential success of

the deal, something goes wrong.The victim is

then pressured or threatened into providing

one or more large sums of money to save the

venture.”Victims are usually asked to travel to

Nigeria or a bordering country to complete the

transaction; as Scambusters notes,“In June of

1995, an American was murdered in Lagos,

Nigeria, while pursuing a 4-1-9 scam, and

numerous other foreign nationals have been

reported as missing.”

Most scams are much less dangerous, but

they can still trap the unwary. AOL users

recently received an email that seemed to be

from AOL’s billing department.“I am sorry to

inform you that the Billing Information we

have on record for your AOL account is invalid,”

the message stated.“To verify that your

account was not fraudulently created, please

click on the link on the bottom and fill out the

form.” Clicking on the link took users to an

official-looking page that asked for credit card

information and other personal details.

SAFE AS MOUSES
From simple scams to complex cons, dodgy deeds are all

over the Net. Gary Marshall discovers how you can protect yourself from

the dot cons.

ONLINE FRAUD
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MOST CREDIT CARD fraud is relatively

small, so it’s important to check

your statements for anything

unusual – as MacFormat contributor

Brian Smith discovered. “I noticed

that my credit card had been used

to pay for a couple of transactions in

US dollars with companies that I

didn’t recognise,” he explains.

Brian contacted his bank,

Barclays, which promised to look

into it. “A month later, I got a letter

saying that one company couldn’t

produce any paperwork so I would

get a refund.” The other payments

couldn’t be refunded. £15 poorer,

he changed credit cards and hasn’t

had any problems since. 

“I think the real threat from

Internet fraud is to the banks rather

than individuals,” Brian says. “They

have invested so much in online

banking that they have to keep their

customers happy by paying back any

losses or risk losing their trade. So

although it’s annoying to have your

credit card ripped off, you generally

get your money back.”

Case study: Brian Smith

Brian Smith: queried items on his
credit card statement.

EBay s new escrow service uses a company called I-Escrow Europe to act as the middleman between buyers
and sellers, protecting you from dodgy deals.

www.ccmostwanted.com — Ignore the appalling design, Most Wanted features
articles, advice and news about every aspect of online crime, from credit card fraud
to cyber-stalking.

ON THE CD
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FIGHTING THE FAKES
The AOL email and accompanying Web site

were clever fakes, designed to obtain people’s

credit card details. Similar scams copy well-

known online shops and encourage visitors to

place orders; the orders never arrive and the

credit card numbers are used by the

fraudsters. However, such scams are relatively

rare, and easily avoided: never enter personal

details into a Web site that isn’t secure (look

for a Web address starting “https://” and a

padlock or key icon in your browser’s status

bar); never deal with sites you haven’t heard

of; and, most importantly, be cynical. AOL and

other ISPs will never ask for your user name or

credit card information by email, and reputable

online shops won’t redirect you to an obscure

website in Poland when you place an order.

Some of the most successful frauds are

perpetrated by adult websites, because many

victims are too embarrassed to go to the

police. Some sites ask you to download dialler

software or use a special phone number to

access the site; if you do, the international

premium rate charges will bankrupt you.

Another tactic is to ask for your credit card

information in order to prove you’re old

enough to view adult content. If the site is

reputable, you’ll soon find yourself locked into

an expensive weekly or monthly subscription

that’s notoriously difficult to cancel; if the site

is a con, your credit card details will be used to

make fraudulent purchases.

Other frauds are older than the Internet,

with snake-oil salesmen undergoing a new

lease of life through email. Unsolicited

messages such as this one are common:

“Would you like to look and feel 10-20 years

younger? Would you be interested in

increasing energy levels by 84%? How about

Increasing sexual potency by 75%?” Other

offers promise “herbal Viagra” or offer miracle

cures for victims of arthritis and even cancer.

The only thing these bogus cures will do is

make your wallet lighter; in some cases, they

could make you extremely ill.

PYRAMID POWER
Pyramid schemes are another old favourite –

in 1993, Albania was driven to the brink of

bankruptcy by a pyramid scheme that conned

60% of the population – and they’re illegal in

most countries. However, that didn’t stop

Internet investors from losing more than £72

million to pyramid schemes last year.

On the face of it, pyramid schemes are a

great way to make lots of cash very quickly.

You send money to the person who recruited

you, and you then recruit other people to the

scheme. Everybody in the pyramid gets a cut

of the money from everybody below him or

her. It sounds great, but a simple ten-tier

pyramid would need to recruit 10 billion

people, or twice the population of the Earth.

Any investment opportunity that’s

promoted in newsgroups or by unsolicited

email is likely to be bogus, but some forms of

investment fraud are less obvious.The US

Securities and Exchange Commission is so

concerned about investment fraud that it’s

created a page for investors (www.sec.gov
/investor/pubs/cyberfraud.htm) that points out

the most common scams.

The SEC suggests that online investment

information should be viewed with caution.

“Some companies pay the people who write

online newsletters cash or securities to tout or

recommend their stocks,” the site explains.

“[Fraudsters] lie about the payments they

received, their independence, their so-called

research, and their track records.Their

newsletters masquerade as sources of

unbiased information, when in fact they stand

to profit handsomely if they convince investors

to buy or sell particular stocks.” Investment

message boards and chat rooms can also

suffer from these antics, known in the trade as

the “pump and dump” scam. People are

conned into buying shares, which sends the

price rocketing; and the fraudsters then sell

their shareholdings at a huge profit, while the

victims are left with massive losses.

As the SEC notes,“You’re asking for serious

losses if you invest in small, thinly-traded

companies that aren’t widely known just by

following the signs you read on Internet

bulletin boards or online newsletters.” As with

any other investment, it’s important to do your

homework carefully: research the company

you’re considering investing in and get

independent advice.

BAD BIDDERS
Of all the scams on the Internet, auction fraud

is the most common.The FBI estimates that

auction frauds on sites such as EBay

(www.ebay.com) and Yahoo! Auctions

(auctions.yahoo.com) account for 64% of all

Internet fraud, while the US National

Consumer’s League (www.fraud.org) suggests

DON’T GIVE YOUR CARD DETAILS
If you’d rather not give out your credit card details at all, SafeDoor
(www.safedoor.com) provides a secure payment system for
online purchases. SafeDoor keeps your card details and takes care
of payments on your behalf; the retailer never sees your details at
all. SafeDoor is supported by a growing number of UK shops.

DON’T STORE YOUR DETAILS 
Some online shops enable you to store your card details for future
reference, enabling you to buy items with a few mouse clicks the
next time you visit the site. However, this does increase the risk of
your details being hacked, so you should only use these services
on sites that you know are reputable.
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Recent changes in the law mean that

you’re protected from fraud

whenever you use your credit card;

however, investigations can take

months, so it’s better to avoid

getting ripped off in the first place. 

Never give out your card

information to a site you don’t trust

completely, and don’t transmit

personal financial information by

email, which can be easily

intercepted. If email is the only

option, use an encryption program

such as PGP (www.pgpi.org) to

make sure your data is safe.

Don’t neglect physical security,

either. Computers are a popular

target for thieves, so don’t store

passwords, card details or your

Internet banking log-on information

in a text file on your Desktop. 

Losing your beloved PowerBook is

traumatic enough without giving the

villains the opportunity to raid your

bank account too. 

Security is particularly important

if you’re using someone else’s

computer, for example in a cyber-

cafe or at work. Make sure you’re

using a secure website and that

you’ve logged off any service (such

as Internet banking) fully; check the

browser’s cache and clear it

afterwards. Remember that some

employers use key logging software

to record everything you do on your

office machine; if there’s any doubt, 

do your online banking or shopping

from home.

How to save yourself

www.pgpi.org: use this encryption
software to keep your emails secure.

Despite the AOL logos, this site has nothing to do with the giant ISP — it s a simple
scam designed to capture people s credit card details.

www.cardwatch.org.uk — Card Watch is the UK
banking industry s body that works with police,
retailers and organisation such as Crimestoppers to
fight credit card crime.

CHECK SITE SECURITY
You can quickly see whether you’re dealing with a secure site by
checking the status bar of your Web browser. Netscape, Mozilla
and Internet Explorer show a locked padlock in the bottom right of
the window when you’re on a secure site; Opera’s padlock is at the
top left of the window.
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that the figure could be as high as 78%.

Auction fraud is usually perpetrated by

individuals, and the scams are depressingly

simple. Some sellers cash cheques and

disappear without trace, while others bid for

their own items under assumed names or

deliberately misrepresent the item they’re

selling. In February, US police arrested a father-

and-son team who conned bidders out of

more than £70,000 by selling PlayStations that

didn’t exist; others have been arrested for

selling counterfeit or stolen goods.

In December, one EBay user paid $425

(about £265) for a “PlayStation 2 Original Box

and Receipt”, believing it to be a boxed

PlayStation 2; he received a receipt and an

empty box. A similar scam persuaded a

disabled County Durham man to splash out

£4,700 – his life savings – on a Rolex watch for

his wife. Instead of an expensive watch, he

received a photograph of one.

Auction sites such as EBay have

implemented new procedures to reduce fraud

and insure users, and they point out that

dodgy transactions make up a tiny minority of

sales – less than 1% worldwide. However, the

risk is still worth worrying about, especially if

you’re buying computer equipment or other

expensive items: dodgy laptops accounted for

almost half of the auction fraud between

January and March of this year.

Read item descriptions carefully, check the

small print and details of additional costs, and

read other users’ comments about the seller

before you place a bid. Be wary of overseas

users, too; they’re much harder to chase

through the courts if they turn out to be

frauds. As with all online purchases, if you have

doubts about the seller, walk away.

An excellent way to minimise the risk of

auctions is to use an escrow service, a reliable

third-party company which takes your

payment and doesn’t hand it over until you’ve

received and checked the item you’ve bought.

It adds to the cost of your purchase, but it’s

worth it for the peace of mind.

TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS
Fraud is also a huge problem for companies,

with small businesses suffering most. Experian

estimates that fraudulent credit card

transactions can take more than a month to

be detected, by which time the criminal has

placed – and received – several orders.

Some criminals use a technique called

“skimming” that uses a modified card reader to

record people’s credit card information when

they pay for food in a restaurant or items in a

shop; the data obtained can then be used to

make purchases online. Software is also freely

available on the Internet which enables

unscrupulous types to generate 16-digit card

numbers that appear valid, but are entirely

fictional.Then there’s the risk of crackers, who

break into companies’ secure servers and steal

customer information. A number of large

companies have fallen victim to such attacks,

and even the mere suggestion that customer

information has fallen into the wrong hands

can ruin a company’s reputation.

As with consumer fraud, businesses can

protect themselves relatively easily. Large

orders with different billing addresses and

shipping addresses should be treated with

suspicion, and orders from free email providers

such as Hotmail (www.hotmail.com) are worth

verifying, perhaps with a quick phone call. If

you’re still using manual credit card

processing, a move to a real-time credit card

verification system could save you a fortune. If

you store customer information on your

servers or on your website, an effective – and

regularly updated – security system is

essential: with only 9% of fraudulent credit

card orders resulting in prosecution, effective

fraud prevention is a must.

DON’T PANIC
Online fraud is a problem, but it’s important to

keep it in perspective: dodgy deeds may have

cost Internet users £2 billion last year, but

Forrester Research (www.forrester.co.uk)

estimates that e-commerce generated a

massive £408 billion in the same period.

Most of us will never fall victim to Internet

fraud, and you can reduce the risk even further

by adopting an attitude of healthy cynicism. If

something seems too good to be true, it

almost certainly is.

SHOP GUIDES 
If you’re unsure whether you can trust an online shop, check out
the various shop guides such as ShopSmart (www.shopsmart.
com) and 2020shops (www.2020shops.com) to see what the
experts think. It’s also worth looking at consumer review sites
such as DooYoo (www.dooyoo.co.uk) to see if other people have
had bad experiences with the site.

URL WATCH
Beware of Web addresses with an “@” symbol in the middle, such
as “http://secure.amazon.com@212.113.202.50”. Your browser
ignores everything between the “http://” and the “@”; the real
Web address is “212.113.202.50” (we’ve used the IP address of
the Future Publishing website). These “obscured URLs” are a
common trick employed by faked websites.

SMOKE SCAM 
Don’t believe everything you read: some Web sites promise to
ship cheap cigarettes from Europe to the UK, and claim that the
goods are tax-free. That’s true, but only for the retailer – you’re
still liable for import duties, which make the cigarettes more
expensive than in your local newsagent.
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www.cardwatch.

org.uk

www.netscalped.

com

www.ccmost

wanted.com

www.fraud.org

www.ifccfbi.gov

www.sec.gov/

investor/pubs/

cyberfraud.htm

GOING
FURTHER

Many online auction sites enable you to read other users  comments about sellers, so
you can see at a glance whether an auction is likely to be safe.

Expert advice
HERE’S THE LOWDOWN FROM ALAN STEVENS, THE
CONSUMERS’ ASSOCIATION

Research from the Consumers’

Association (www.which.net)

indicates that 61% of people are

worried about Internet fraud, but are

their fears justified? “In terms of actual crime,

the incidence is actually very low,” explains

Alan Stevens, the Association’s Head of Digital

Services. “It’s not nearly as rife as people 

tend to believe.” 

Stevens continues: “You have an online

fraud guarantee in the same way that you have

an offline fraud guarantee: if someone misuses

your credit card, you’re covered under the

terms of the Consumer Credit Act. You can’t be

held liable for any misuse of your credit card

number, whether it’s online or offline; until

October of last year you might have had to pay

the first £50 of any loss, but that’s been

removed under the new law.”

What advice would Stevens give online

shoppers? “Make sure you’re using a site based

in the UK if you can, then you will have redress

under the law,” he suggests. “Look for the

secure site symbol – the little padlock at the

bottom of your screen – when you enter your

order, and keep a printout of the details. If you

do have a dispute, it’s important that you have

a hard copy of what was agreed at the time.” 

He also recommends looking for the Web

Trader logo (www.which.net/webtrader).

Designed to give consumers confidence in

online retailers, the logo shows that a site

meets the Consumers’ Association’s strict Code

of Practice. 

More than 2,000 UK sites have joined the

scheme, which also operates in Europe and in

countries worldwide.
MF

ASK THE
EXPERTS
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